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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss those factors that are significant in 

determining the target group for the Bimin language program and what may 

be done to ensure that translated materials will be useful to all within the 

language area.  Attitudes of Bim speakers towards the northern dialect as 

well as their comprehension and acceptance of the written form of Bimin 

currently in use was also evaluated in this survey. 

This survey was conducted over a 10 period beginning May 21, 1993 and 

ending on June 1, 1993.  Pastor Bulus Unum, Wabil Gontieng and the 

author of this paper were involved in the gathering of information.  Local 

guides assisted us as we moved throughout the language group. 

The survey employed the techniques recommended in Frank Blairs paper 

‘Sociolinguistics on a Shoestring Survey Manual’.  Samples of the forms used 

in data gathering are in Appendix B of this paper.  In addition we used the 

SIL Survey Wordlist (Standard 1990), as well as a recording of three stories 

in the Bim Weng dialect.  These included a Bim Weng story in which a bird 

was the central figure, the Ten Commandments and John 3:16 in a free 

translation of those texts in the Bim Weng dialect.  The reason for recording 

the texts in the Bim Weng dialect is that previous field work, conducted 

prior to our allocation (Weber, T. 1990) had identified this dialect as the 

prestige dialect.  It has subsequently been used for the translation of 

scripture, a song book and the preparation of vernacular pre-school 

materials which have been distributed throughout the language area. 

The first draft of this paper was written by Thomas Weber.  The present 

manuscript was re-written by Kathy Vanaria of the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics, in cooperation with Thomas Weber. 
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1.1 Location 

The Bimin language area transverses the borders of Sandaun and Western 

Province.  It is situated in the extreme south easterly section of Sandaun 

Province and the eastern corner of the northwest extension of Western 

Province.  The language area is bordered by the Telefol people to the 

northwest, the Oksap people directly north, the Faiwol people to the south 

and southwest, and the Agali people to the east.  The language area is very 

mountainous with deep gorges between.  The largest village, Akalu, is 

situated in a valley, while the majority of the small village hamlets are 

scattered on the ridges.  The nearest town is Tabubil where many Bimin 

speakers have gone to seek employment at the Ok Tedi mine.  It is at 

Tabubil that the people have the greatest exposure to those from other 

language groups and those who travel between Tabubil and the Bimin area 

have the greatest impact exposing Bimin people to concepts and language 

originating outside the Bimin area. 

1.2  Language and Dialect Situation 

There are two primary dialects of the Bimin language.  Bim Weng is the 

name given to the northern dialect of the language.  Akalu is the leading 

village in the area and until recently was home to the only airstrip, aid post 

and community school within the language area.  In addition to these 

government services, the Baptist Church, the only church in the language 

community, has Akalu as it’s residence for the senior pastor.  All Bimin 

speakers who wish to make use of these services have historically needed to 

travel to Akalu, enhancing the prestige of this influential community 

throughout the language area.  

Nimtew Weng is the name given to the southern dialect, with Sengen as the 

leading village in that area.  An airstrip is presently under construction at 

that location with projected completion within the next five years.  In 
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addition to this an APO has begun working there as well.  Sveinn 

Eggertsson, an anthropologist from Iceland is in the midst of two years of 

field research at Sengen. 

The speakers of these two dialects perceive themselves as speaking one 

language and the dialects are mutually intelligible.  Bim Weng is the 

dominant dialect as it has historically been the dialect of the leading village 

within the language area, and of necessity most people have had contact 

with speakers from Akalu village.  There are no significant grammatical 

differences between the dialects and although there is some difference in the 

lexical inventories of the dialects, speakers of both dialects understand and 

can readily identify the items which differ between them, having no trouble 

in giving the other dialect’s term which differs from their own. 

It is noteworthy that Nimtew Weng speakers readily identify themselves as 

speakers of a common language as the Bim Weng but distinguish themselves 

from the Faiwol speakers on whose language area they border.  I would also 

consider it significant that there are only 2000 Bimin speakers, hence we 

are talking about a relatively small population who distinguish themselves 

one from another by clan membership rather than by speech. 
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2. Degree and Nature of Linguistic Differences within the Language 

Community 

2.1 Lexical variation between dialects 

The Bim Weng dialect is very consistent within the dialect and the pre-

allocation survey indicated that cognate ran 90% or higher within the 

dialect area.  For this reason, and with the approval of a consultant, the 

Shoe-box word list data base that has been compiled from Akalu and 

surrounding communities is represented by one word list whereas four word 

lists taken from the Nimtew Weng area are used in the comparison.  In 

using four lists from the Nimtew Weng dialect it is my intention to show 

that the Nimtew Weng dialect has been accurately sampled, with lists taken 

from those villages with a very high cognate count eg;96%, to that village 

with the lowest cognate rate of 86%.  The matrixes in the appendix give a 

detailed breakdown of cognate rates across the dialect boundary.  One will 

note that the Tukitabin, Bile/Aiel and Fakobiw also run a minimum of 93% 

cognate with Bim Weng, yet only around 86% cognate with Sengen.  Yet 

the people identify themselves as Nimtew Weng speakers i.e.; as having the 

same dialect as Sengen.  This reflects their own perception of themselves as 

Nimtew Weng speakers based on their southerly location, rather than 

having greater linguistic similarly to Sengen.  Sengen is the largest Nimtew 

Weng community and as such is a more stable community.  However, as 

access to almost all outside services has been in Akalu, Nimtew Weng 

speakers of necessity have had more contact with Bim Weng speakers in 

Akalu than they have had to have with one another.  Sengen speakers do 

have an APO, which makes their need to travel to Akalu some less frequent 

than that of others in the language area.  Nonetheless, Sengen speakers also 

readily identify themselves as having a common language with Akalu 

speakers. 
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It is significant that even when there is a differences in lexical items used, 

Bimin speakers understand and can readily identify the word that speakers 

of the other dialect would use in place of their own.  The people perceive 

themselves, regardless of which dialect area they come from, as being 

speakers of a common language.  When Nimtew Weng speakers were 

presented with a tape of a Bim Weng story to which they had no prior 

exposure, they had no difficulty whatsoever understanding the story or 

accurately answering questions as to it’s contents.  They could even 

accurately name the swallow-like bird that was the main participant in the 

story as well as predict the different term that dialect speakers from the Bim 

Weng area would use for that creature.   

All of the material on the casette tape was readily understood by Nimtew 

Weng speakers.  They had difficulty whatsoever in comprehension.  They 

were able to listen to the Bim Weng speakers read the material and could 

respond without hesitation.  Vernacular materials employing the written 

form of Bimin, which is based on the Bim Weng dialcect have already been 

distributed in the language group and have met with the approval of 

Nimtew Weng speakers.   

2.2 Phonological differences 

The main phonological difference between Bim Weng and Nimtew Weng is 

that the latter dialect uses a word initial voiced velar nasal [ng] where the 

Bim Weng speaker would use a word initial voiced velar stop. [g].  In Bim 

Weng a voiced velar nasal is a variation of the voiced velar stop only in a 

syllable coda position.  Hence, when Nimtew Weng speakers were asked if 

their pronunciation ever caused Bim Weng speakers to laugh, they replied in 

the affirmative.  It is the cause for some humor, but not for 

misunderstanding. 
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2.3 Grammatical differences 

There are no significant grammatical differences between the dialects.  

Rather, in some of the features that distinguish Bim Weng from Faiwol 

(personal conversation with Charlotte and Frank Mecklenburg) Nimtew 

Weng clearly follows along the Bim Weng lines. 
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3. Degree and Nature of the Social Differences within the Language 

Community 

3.1 Social Divisions and Prestige Areas 

The Bimin are divided into four major clans: the Bim, Kuskis, Kasan and 

Kuel phratries, the former two clans are predominant in the Bim Weng area, 

the latter two in the Nimtew Weng. 

The Bim and Kuskis clans, which are the largest clans in the Bim Weng 

dialect area have always been the dominant clans within the language group.  

Modern developments have only reinforced this as the only community 

school, airstrip and until recently, the only aid post to serve the Bimin 

people was located in the part of the language group in which these two 

clans are pre-dominant.   

Although Sengen, located in the Nimtew Weng dialect area, now has an aid 

post and is expected to have a completed airstrip within the next 5 years, it 

seems very unlikely that it will ever replace Akalu, the dominant village in 

the Bim Weng area.  The community school is located in Akalu and this 

serves the Nimtew Weng speakers as well.  All vernacular materials are 

prepared in the Bim Weng area and distributed to the Nimtew Weng area as 

well.  Thus far all prepared materials have been met with approval by 

Nimtew Weng speakers who plan to begin a widespread vernacular pre-

school program using the materials early in 1998. 

3.2  Attitudes Towards the Prestige Dialect 

As stated earlier, the Bim Weng speakers and the Nimtew Weng speakers 

perceive themselves as speakers of a common language.  Speakers from both 

dialects consider it a common language though Nimtew speakers can more 

quickly identify differing lexical items between the two groups than can Bim 
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Weng speakers.  This is not surprising since those from the Nimtew Weng 

speakers have traditionally had to travel to the Bim Weng area to obtain 

services and so of necessity became aware of what differences do exist.  In 

contrast, the Bim Weng speakers have little need to go outside their dialect 

area since services within the language community as well as access to the 

“outside world” is more readily available at Akalu. 

The only point of discussion concerns the name by which the people call 

their language.  Bimin is acceptable across dialect boundaries, while the 

name Bim Weng is not.  The reason for this is that ‘weng’ literally means 

‘talk’ and Bim Weng means ‘talk of the Bim clan’.  From a Bimin speaker’s 

point of view to refer to the language as ‘Nimtew Weng’ literally ‘what talk’ 

or ‘Bim Weng’ talk of the Bim clan’ is too nebulous or too confining a term 

respectively.  

As pointed out earlier, the Nimtew Weng speakers readily accept the 

written form of Bimin based on the northern dialect and are anxious to 

receive vernacular materials printed in the same.  The Book of Ruth was 

sold out very quickly and Nimtew Weng speakers were anxious to purchase 

their copies. 
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4. Effect of the Lingua Franca, Church Language or Neighboring 

Languages 

4.1 Bilingualism 

Education in Papua New Guinea is in English, therefore all who attend 

community school are exposed to English on a daily basis during the school 

year.  This poses no threat of overtaking the vernacular as it is not the 

language of choice in any other domain but in the school where it is 

required during class time.  The community school teachers, all of whom 

are native Bimin speakers, use the vernacular up to grade three to facilitate 

the children’s education.  Bimin is the language of school yard play and the 

number of individuals who are proficient in English is negligible. 

Tok Pisin is growing in popularity, though there are still a significant number 

of people, of both sexes and all age groups, who cannot speak Pisin.  The 

use of Pisin is an economic necessity since it is the common language of 

communication between Papua New Guineans who do not speak the same 

vernacular.  To seek employment, work in town, or go to the market 

outside the language area, some minimal proficiency in Pisin is required.  

Tabubil and the OK Tedi mine are the primary places for Bimin speakers to 

seek employment and they must speak Pisin in order to communicate with 

those who do not speak Bimin.   

4.2 Attitudes Towards Other Languages and the Vernacular 

Although English is required for those who attend school and Tok Pisin is a 

necessity for economic survival, neither of these pose any threat to the 

vernacular.  Bimin has been and will continue to be the language of choice 

in all domains in the forseeable future.  Pisin is used only when non-Bimin 

speaking people are present or for the purpose of expressing a concept 

which has no lexical equivalent in Bimin.  Even when a Pisin or English 
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lexical item is used in Bimin, or when someone wishing to show their 

proficiency in Tok Pisin speaks Pisin, an explanation of what is said is 

immediately provided in the vernacular and the Pisin spoken has so much 

vernacular mixed in that a non-Bimin Pisin speaker couldn’t follow the 

conversation anyway.  Likewise in church, Bimin is the language of choice 

and Pisin terms are only used where Bimin lacks an appropriate lexical 

equivalent.  As lexical equivalents for biblical terms are identified in Bimin 

we anticipate the use of Pisin terms to lessen significantly. 

4.3 Changes in Actual Language Usage 

The vernacular is the language of choice by men and women of all ages 

when they are in a situation in which there are no non-Bimin speakers 

present.   

Pastors and members of the provincial assembly use Tok Pisin when 

conversing with those outside the language group.  Likewise, anyone who 

speaks Pisin will use it with a non-Bimin speaker.  Obviously, as Pisin has 

gained popularity in the past 30 years, those who are younger have had 

greater opportunity to learn to speak Pisin and hence have an ability to 

communicate with outsiders that those who are older and have not had 

occasion to have much contact with outsiders, do not.  Ability is Pisin is 

equated with an ability to function outside the language group and for that 

reason there is a certain prestige associated with being able to communicate 

with the non-Bimin world.  Nonetheless, as may be seen from the table 

below, Bimin continues to be the language of choice in all domains. 

4.4 Use of Loan Words in Vernacular Materials 

There is not much data available at this writing since Bimin has only been in 

written form for a short period of time.  Hence, an individual may use Pisin 

spelling for Pisin loan words, but this spelling is open to change as people 
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develop their own style of writing the language.  (Pisin itself have varied 

written forms for the same lexical item depending on from which province a 

given writer comes.)  In general, it is not much of an issue because the 

predominant sentiment is that Bimin should be kept “pure” and Bimin 

should identify it’s own lexical equivalents so that loan words are not used. 

The following table indicates the domains of language use among Bimin 

speakers: 

 Domain Bimin Pisin English 

Personal 

Relations 

Family x   

 Neighbors x   

Community 

Life 

Bride Price x   

 Funerals x   

 Headmen x   

 Trade 

Markets 

x   

 Tabubil x   

 Village 

Courts 

x   

 Bible Study x   

Education Community 

School 

x  x 

 Pre-school x   

Church Sunday x   
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Service 

 Meetings x   

 Preaching x   

 Singing x x  
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5. Language Work Already Done 

5.1 Technical and Vernacular Materials Available 

Technical works include: 

1.  Bimin Grammar Essentials-in progress 

2.  Anthropology Papers all done. 

Vernacular works include: 

1.  1 Pre-reader (2nd edition) - published 

2.  1 Alphabet Book (2nd edition) - published 

3.  1 Primer (2nd edition) - published 

4.  1Math Primer - published 

4.  6 Shell Books - published 

5.  72 Big books for the Bimin vernacular pre-schools - published 

6.  Bimin Song Book - published 

7.  Book of Ruth - published 

8.  Genesis - in  progress 

5.2 Response to Vernacular Materials 

A writer’s workshop was conducted but there was little interest in the 

traditional stories collected at that time.  In contrast to this, the Bimin Song 

Book and the Book of Ruth were sold out immediately and we could easily 

have sold many more as they remain in demand.  Although the song books 

were primarily sold to Bim Weng speakers this is due more to proximity 

than to any larger dialect issue.  More Nimtew Weng speakers would like to 

have purchased copies of the song books, but limitations on the number of 
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copies of that could be printed due to our orthography status, prohibited us 

from printing as many as were desired.  With the Book of Ruth we made 

certain that copies were available for Nimtew Weng speakers and they took 

all that were available and asked for more. We see this as a positive sign of 

the willingness of the people to accept Bim Weng as the written form of the 

language. 

The Bimin pre-schools are only just beginning and all materials are still in a 

trial period, however they seem to be well received an appreciated 

throughout the language area. 
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6. Churches and Missions 

6.1. Influence of the Area Churches 

The only church in the Bimin language area is the Baptist Union of Papua 

New Guinea (BUPNG).  This denomination was started by the Australian 

Baptist Missionary Society.  As it is the only denomination in the area, it is 

the most influential in the spiritual lives of the people who live there.  

Others who have gone outside the language area no doubt have had some 

exposure to other churches but for the time being the Baptist Church is the 

only church for Bimin speakers to attend. 

6.2 Church Attitudes Towards the Vernacular 

The Baptist Church is strongly supportive of the use of the vernacular and 

leading pastors are very much involved in developing ‘key terms’ for biblical 

concepts which have no lexical equivalent.  The senior pastor and chairman 

of the Bimin Baptist Society, Pastor Tikil Kumi is one of the main co-

translators in the Bimin language project.  Pastor Bulus Unum of the Akalu 

church is another member of the translation team.  The president of the 

Bimin Baptist Society, Pastor Kaneng Kumi, who also serves as the circuit 

and youth pastor, is actively involved in the translation program.  Pastor 

Timmy Tulen also helps us on occasion with translation related work.  All 

these men are strongly supportive of the use of the vernacular in church life. 

The use of language in church activities, as illustrated in the table in 4.3 is 

given in greater detail here: 
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Activity Bimin Pisin English 

Scripture reading 

in church 

x x-translated back 

to Bimin 

 

Scripture reading 

at home 

x x-translated back 

to Bimin 

 

Singing in church x x  

Singing at home x x  
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7. Notes 

1.  All forms were used in all villages and the conclusions drawn in the 

survey reflect the views of Nimtew Weng speakers as they themselves report 

them.  We did not perceive psychological pressure to please as a factor that 

caused results to support the continued use of the Bim Weng dialect as the 

dialect of translation.  Had psychological pressure caused those responding 

to report a higher degree of satisfaction with Bim Weng then they actually 

felt, then Nimtew Weng speakers would not have shown such support and 

interest in translated vernacular materials in the time since the survey was 

conducted.  That they are willing to purchase Bim Weng materials and 

desire to use them in the implementation of their vernacular pre-schools 

seems to indicate that they answered openly and accurately when 

questioned. 

2.  Differences in cognate rates from the pre-allocation survey write up in 

1990 and this survey are attributable to the author’s increased ability in the 

language, hence a more accurate transcription of data. 

3.  Aiel and Bile are represented by one word list as Aiel was vacated on 

the day of the survey and the information was elicited in Bile by a man who 

is a native of Aiel. 


